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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we develop a visualization tool to enhance the
understanding of up to big data sets. Compared to classic data
models which rely on the computing of the features (color,
texture, etc.), this tool is fully feature free, as it processes di-
rectly on the data file. The Fast Compression Distance (FCD)
and t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE)
have been applied to visualize a large TerraSAR-X dataset
which are annotated with up to three layers of hierarchical
semantic labels, and a Sentinel-1 dataset with 10 annotated
classes, in VV and VH polarization modes. We analyze the
visualization results in manifold space, and try to understand
and interpret them with the available semantic labels. The
visualization interpretation is based on a vega-style interac-
tive tool, which allows user zoom in, zoom out for processing
large amount of data points.
Index Terms— FCD, t-SNE, TerraSAR-X, Sentinel-1,
visualization
1. INTRODUCTION
A wide range of dimensionality reduction methods assume
that data lie on a low-dimensional manifold which shows the
intrinsic structure properties of the data [1]. Moreover, visu-
alization is critical for data analysis, as the revealed intricate
structures which provides us a unique perspective to discover
unimagined effects. As known, similarity matrix shows the
similarity degree between each data pairs, it actually plays a
core role in a number of dimensionality reduction methods,
since the objective function builds upon this matrix.
Regarding classification and segmentation tasks, in gen-
eral, the traditional procedure is to extract from images color,
shape or texture features, these features are then used to rep-
resent the images and for further applications. In such cases,
the preserved image information are dependent on extracted
feature characteristics. On the contrary, while compression-
based similarity measures are effectively employed in appli-
cations on diverse data types as basically parameter free ap-
proach, a fast compression distance (FCD) metric has shown
its advantages when applied on remote sensing datasets [2],
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[3], [4]. In such cases, the image information is directly taken
account for further processing, without any feature depen-
dency. t-SNE has been a popular tool to reduce data dimen-
sion and visualize the data. The idea behind it is to con-
vert similarities between data points to joint probabilities and
tries to minimize the Kullback-Leibler divergence between
the joint probabilities of the low-dimensional manifold and
the high-dimensional data. It performs well on preserving the
complete local structure and some global structure of the data
points. [5]
Hence in this research, we use FCD together with t-SNE
to visualize a large semantic annotated TerraSAR-X dataset
and a Sentinel-1 dataset as study cases. The visualizations
represent the annotated semantic labels in such an intuitive
way which help us to better understand the relationships be-
tween their annotated semantics and how their actual similar-
ities are in manifold space.
2. METHODS
The FCD clustering method has been proved to be able to
achieve similar classification performance comparing with
the Normalized Compression Distance (NCD) method, re-
garding small- to medium- size datasets [4]. Due to its
attractive performance, we have chosen the t-SNE method for
the visualization.
2.1. Datasets
The TerraSAR-X dataset is obtained via an active learning
scheme which was especially designed for high-resolution
SAR imageries that covers over all 5 continents. The dataset
contain image patches from 288 TerraSAR-X image scenes
(41 scenes acquired in Africa, 6 from Antarctica, 59 from
Asia, 80 from Europe, 40 from the Middle East, 54 from
North and South America and 8 from ocean surfaces), with
a total number of over 60000 individual image patches. All
TerraSAR-X products are generated via the X-band instru-
ment, using the high-resolution Spotlight mode. The incident
angles throughout the scenes varies between 20 and 50 de-
grees. The resolution of the images scenes is 2.9 meters, with
a pixel spacing of 1.25 meters. The polarization mode is hor-
izontal (HH) for all products. Furthermore, for convenience
we convert all intensity data to 8-bit integer precision. More
information regarding this dataset can be found in [6]. In
this research, we take into account 7 general classes, with 73
subclasses in total.
The Sentinel-1 dataset contains 33358 image patches of
SAR urban targets, covering 21 major cities of China, with
10 categories, 2 polarization modes and 4 formats. [7] In this
research, 300 patches are sampled from each class, regarding
the 2 polarization mode, respectively.
2.2. Fast Compression Distance
The NCD is a way of measuring the similarity between two
arbitrary objects, it is obtained by approximating the notion of
Kolmogorov complexity as real-world compressors and nor-
malize the information distance. The FCD is an accelerat-
ing version of NCD by avoiding computing the full compres-
sion concept. It is claimed as a fast speed without skipping
the joint compression step which obtains better performance
compared to NCD [8]. The idea behind is: the LZW algo-
rithm extracts a dictionary D(x) from each image patch, and
encode into a string x, in ascending order. The definition of
FCD is defined as an operation which mainly takes account
of the joint number of patterns within two dictionaries D(x)
and D(y). It is represented as:
FCD(x, y) =




Fig. 1 shows the flow chart of the proposed procedure for
visualization based data analysis.
Fig. 1. Flow chart of proposed method.
3. RESULTS
The results in Figure 4 have been shown using t-SNE method
to reduce the dimensionality. In our semantically annotated
TerraSAR-X dataset, at the moment we have considered 6
general classes which contain 48 subclasses in total. Here
different colors represent different semantic labels.
3.1. Discussions
• Figure (a) shows the visualization result of TerraSAR-
X dataset, Class Residential. It contains 2789 patches,
11 subclasses: administrative, cemetery, commercial,
high density, house, industrial, low density, medium
density, mixed, skyscraper, sport.
• Figure (b) shows the visualization result of TerraSAR-
X dataset, Class Industrial. It contains 3332 patches, 5
subclasses: car storage, industrial areas, mineral, pipe
plant and storage tanks. The ’industrial areas’ subclass
dominates and covers almost all the manifold space.
The ’car storage’ subclass is shown as difficult to be
classified.
• Figure (c) shows the visualization result of TerraSAR-
X dataset, Class Public Transportation. It contains
11451 patches, 11 subclasses: airport, boat, bridge,
docks, military, ports, public, railways, roads, shipping
and train. There are outliers of subclass ’mixed forest’.
The ’roads’ subclass has a very compact group outside
of the main manifold space, however the rest spreads
out in the space.
• Figure (d) shows the visualization result of TerraSAR-
X dataset, Class Agriculture. It contains 7575 patches,
6 subclasses: agriculture, greenhouse, pasture, rice,
stubble and vineyard. The ’agriculture’ and ’stubble’
subclasses cover all over the manifold space, showing
their difficulties of being correctly classified.
• Figure (e) shows the visualization result of TerraSAR-
X dataset, Class Natural Vegetation. It contains 2848
patches, 6 subclasses: broad leaf, coniferous, exotic,
forest, mixed forest and natural.
• Figure (f) shows the visualization result of TerraSAR-X
dataset, Class Bare Ground. It contains 3338 patches,
8 subclasses: brush, cliff, desert, hill, mountain, sand,
shadow and soil. The ’desert’ subclass has a very com-
pact area outside of the main manifold space, also some
samples spread over the space.
• Figure (g) shows the visualization result of TerraSAR-
X dataset, Class Water Bodies. It contains 4129
patches, 12 subclasses: beach, breaking waves, buoy,
channels, delta, firth, flooded, ice, lake, ocean, rivers
and sea. The subclass ”Lake” shows a very compact
grouping outside of the main manifold space.
• Figure (h) shows the visualization result of Sentinel-1
dataset, with VV polarization mode. It contains 3000
patches, 10 subclasses: airport, dense low, general res-
idential, high building, highway, railway, skyscraper,
storage area, vegetation, villa.
• Figure (i) shows the visualization result of Sentinel-1
dataset, with VH polarization mode. It contains the
same number of patches and subclasses as Figure (h).
Comparing to VV polarization mode, in VH polariza-
tion mode, each class shows more compactness in the
manifold space.
4. CONCLUSION
In the paper, we have proposed a framework of a tool for
unbiased data analysis, which can be applied to any kind of
data, for visual data mining, understanding semantics and
data clusters, etc. The FCD based similarity matrix effec-
tively provides us a fast yet performance preserved insights
in high-dimensional datasets with a non-parametric distance
metric. Via the visualization on a TerraSAR-X dataset and
a Sentinel-1 dataset, we have gained quick intuition and bet-
ter understanding of the connections between the annotated
semantics and the relationships within the data which is re-
vealed as similarities in manifold space.
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Fig. 2. Class Visualizations of TerraSAR-X Dataset.
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Fig. 3. Class Visualizations of TerraSAR-X Dataset.
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Fig. 4. Class Visualizations of OpenSARUrban Dataset.
